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Our dream is now one step closer! Since 2018 we have been determined to develop Liikkari
towards our vision of what it could one day be. Our journey has been eventful and we have learned
a lot.
In 2019 we made you a promise of creating a globally unique fitness center concept where Active
health -services are being developed and produced in an exciting and energetic environment.
At first, two fitness centers (Lady and Liikkari) were united as one. As new owners, we took the old
responsibilities and debts on our shoulders, and paid off all the existing debts to our lessors. Next,
we rebuilt the top floors in a way that has caught the attention of industry leading professionals
around Europe. The most sharp-eyed of you might have noticed our regular guest visitors, who
came looking for guidance and inspiration from our beloved Liikkari from around the world!
However, our current facilities at Heikkiläntie 4 do not meet our needs as a growing company any
longer. We have failed to find common ground with our current lessor to support our future plans to
keep developing our services for you. All development work done within the facilities in the last
few years has been paid by us, and during the pandemic we did not obtain any discounts on our
lease from our lessor.
In the background we have worked hard to find a new future home for X-LAB Liikkari. We are
happy and excited to announce that we have found the optimal location that will support our future
plans in becoming the industry leading Active health -service center.
This will release us from our currently expensive and inflexible lease, and allows us to move into
facilities whose lessor is willing to make significant investments to support our future plans. This
change will allow us to deliver on our promises by incorporating entirely new elements and
concepts into our services on offer to Liikkari customers, by the best fitness center staff in Finland.
As the new facilities are still under construction, we will move to temporary facilities by the end of
April 2022 until the final move date is determined. We will inform you on the development of the
matter during April, and we kindly ask you to follow our announcements actively during this
period.
During our journey together, we have had a lot of changes and challenges, but together with every
Liikkari community member we have kept moving forward with hardy, positive energy. We are
extremely grateful and happy for this rollercoaster of a ride we have had together with all of you,

and we couldn't be more excited to finally offer you something that will redeem our promises to
Liikkari members and staff.
Liikkari is not the walls around us, or the equipment we work with. Liikkari is the people, the
encounters, laughs, smiles and great workouts (even the skipped ones)!
Let's make this a memorable experience that will push us all towards new heights.
Together.
With love,
Liikkari staff and owners.

